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Comments

City of Inglewood Government · 1:46 Today's City Council Agenda:

https://www.cityofinglewood.org/.../Agenda/_06092020-3105...
Manage

Web Sites: www.cityofinglewood.org www.cityofinglewood.org/253/Successor-Agency
www.cityofinglewood.org/688/Housing-Authority www.cityofinglewood.org/654/Finance-Authority www.cityofinglewood.org/839/Parking-Authority

cityofinglewood.org
Cal Kelly · 5:13 The access code for the public call in isn't working.

Cal Kelly · 5:21 do you have one that we can use to dial in?

Trisha Sanchez · 6:18 Good Afternoon everyone

April Hooper · 8:30 I cannot get in with the access code either. I would like to leave a comment against amending the general plan affecting the density rate. I think it is PH2. Please also explain the implications of the plan.

Marvin Mccoy · 8:43 Well surprise!!

Denise Gonzales · 11:21 Maybe you have access when it actually starts. Make sure you screen shot your concerns or issues with phoning in. We need to let them know if their system is not working.
April Hooper · 13:34 Where do we leave public comments? My comment was not read to the council!
Manage 2d

Cal Kelly · 13:44 We can't get into the phone lines!!
Manage 2d

2UrbanGirls · 14:18 Residents complaining the numbers provided in the public hearing notice didn’t work
Manage 2d

Fabio Silva · 14:10 No attendees on queue?
Manage 2d

Lynn Wallace · 6:25 The access # does not work. There is no way to call in.
Manage 2d

Fabio Silva · 15:39 Anyone near city hall and can join meeting to let them know call in numbers don’t work?
Manage 2d

Janell Carla Williams · 16:07 City of Inglewood Government please advise the residents in the chat who indicated an inability to get in and advise the meeting. They have every right to be heard and the technical difficulties need to be addressed quickly
Manage 2d

Louis Ettiene Robert Keene · 16:08 Following
Members of the public can participate telephonically to submit public comments on agenda items, public hearings, and/or City business by dialing 1-877-369-5243 or 1-617-668-3633 (Access Code 0995996##).

Cal Kelly · 16:08 exactly Denise!

Denise Gonzales · 16:05 They should have someone monitoring the FB page

City of Inglewood Government · 16:55 We do, and we are. :-)

Fabio Silva · 16:41 They ignore FB comments.

City of Inglewood Government · 17:11 We do not. :-)
Cal Kelly · 17:38 the access code doesn't work

Fabio Silva · 18:01 18773695243

Lynn Wallace · 18:21 The access code does not work

April Hooper · 18:20 Those are the numbers I called. They don't work

Trisha Sanchez · 18:50 Thank you Mayor

Janell Carla Williams · 18:57 that access code comes up as invalid, City of Inglewood Government please try calling this does not work

Fabio Silva · 19:15 18773695242 code 0833144#

2UrbanGirls · 19:24 0995996 access code does NOT work!
2 Urban Girls · 19:59 You see how the City Clerk intentionally gave out the incorrect access code?
Manage

Cal Kelly · 19:44 okay, thank you
Manage

Cal Kelly · 19:46 that worked for me
Manage

Fabio Silva · 22:49 Where do the two #s come from? We’re first told one # and now it is two #’s. What is it?
Manage

City of Inglewood Government · 23:53 Press # then wait a second, and press # again.
Manage

Amanda Charlotte Rollins · 25:57 What is the phone number and code for? Is that to call in?
Manage

2 Urban Girls · 28:18 It’s only one # sign
Manage

Fabio Silva · 28:16 Did the code change yet again?
Manage
Amanda Charlotte Rollins · 25:07 I live in Inglewood, never logged into one of these before, are these just city goals?

Manage

Alexis Sarahi Aceves · 0:46 Amanda Charlotte Rollins welcome hope you keep coming. It’s needed for more residents to join and be heard.

Manage

Fabio Silva · 28:58 Why is this such a mess? Please provide us, definitively, what the call-in numbers are and the complete codes for each number.

Manage

2UrbanGirls · 29:18 Morales just made a motion to move and adopt PH1, PH2 & 3

Manage

Gilbert Mathieu · 30:13 THAT IS BS MAYOR BUTTS CODE CHANGED MAN UP U BEING PLAYED

Manage

2UrbanGirls · 30:58 Is he gonna say what the changes are on pages 2-5 and 8-9?

Manage

Gilbert Mathieu · 32:41 MAKE SURE HAVE MID YEAR SUDGET ORALLYO RECIEVE AND FILE

Manage
Denise Gonzales · 33:45 Do we really want dense development considering the recent pandemic. There is a reason so many people died in New York.

Cal Kelly · 34:59 3.02 people per unit seems reasonable, but, how are we defining a unit?

Cal Kelly · 35:13 Obviously 3 people in a studio isn't great

Fabio Silva · 32:31 City of Inglewood Government: Please provide us, definitively, what the call-in numbers are and the complete codes for each number.

Janell Carla Williams · 35:31 City of Inglewood Government can you please post and pin the current numbers to eliminate any additional confusion and ensure all have a chance to voice their thoughts.

Amanda Charlotte Rollins · 36:22 this is what i heard them say last but who really know... (877)369-5243 - 0833144 # then # again

Reina Rose · 36:34 Would someone pls post a working access code??
Gilbert Mathieu · 36:46 MAYOR THE COMMUNITY IS WITH YOU/ WE ARE BETTER CITY THAN MOST/ WE WILL THRIVE/SURVIVE GIL

Janell Carla Williams · 37:01 8773695423 - code 0833144# #

Trisha Sanchez · 36:56 Thank You Mayor again

Fabio Silva · 37:24 1-877-369-5243, code 0833144, then press #, then press # again.

Fabio Silva · 38:46 City of Inglewood: Why is Mayor Butts refusing to listen? He clearly has no interest in listening to any public comment, and there are in fact obstacles to participation.

Denise Gonzales · 39:14 This is not a questions and answers forum

Trisha Sanchez · 39:36 Yes!

Reina Rose · 39:41 Thank you for code.
LaWanda Morris · 39:50 was there a questions and answer forum?
Manage
2d

Denise Gonzales · 40:18 Who knows
Manage
2d

Trisha Sanchez · 40:39 Thank you for allowing Clarification from FB Comments
Manage
2d

Fabio Silva · 35:41 Cit of Inglewood Government: Please provide us, definitively, what the call-in numbers are and the complete codes for each number. We heard again that it is 877-369-5243, with code 0833144, but Butts gave a different code.
Manage
2d

1 Reply

Gilbert Mathieu · 41:42 butts DO NOT GET IN THE BS NEED BETTER HOOK UP THRU SPECTRUM U BEING A TARGET
Manage
2d

2UrbanGirls · 41:58 Thank you for answering my question
Manage
2d

April Hooper · 42:05 The phone operator muted me so my comment was not heard
Manage
2d
Fabio Silva · 43:01 Public comment period should be kept open given the numerous difficulties faced for call-ins.
Manage
2d

1 Reply

Cal Kelly · 44:17 And no one else was able to speak on the call?
Manage
2d

Fabio Silva · 46:39 one person got through. Mayor Butts told her that her call wasn't timely. A second call got through, and he told her that she can't ask questions. She didn't have a comment, so call ended.
Manage
2d

Trisha Sanchez · 35:21 When she called her conversation was all broken up! I couldn't understand what she was saying? It was definitely unclear. Mayor did tell her to call back.
Manage
2d

City of Inglewood Government · 49:39 Please utilize the City Council Meeting Agenda link in the comment section that was provided at the beginning of the meeting. It will redirect you to the agenda which contains the call in number (in this case it was incorrect) as well as the email if you wish to submit comments via email. That email is yhorton@cityofinglewood.org
Manage
2d

City of Inglewood Government · 50:37 All of this information is provided prior to the start of the meeting. If you prefer to have this information distributed earlier, send an email to yhorton@cityofinglewood.org and make your request heard.
Manage
2d

Trisha Sanchez · 37:50 Definitely a Process
Manage
2d
Cal Kelly · 43:43 wait, did they consider the public comment sent in via email? I didn't hear anything about that and my wife sent something in on Sunday
Manage
2d

Fabio Silva · 44:33 They made no mention of any emails.
Manage
2d

Marvin Mccoy · 44:33 They should
Manage
2d

City of Inglewood Government · 53:04 yhorton@cityofinglewood.org is the email to submit comments and questions. Did your wife use that email?
Manage
2d

Cal Kelly · 51:01 I was the one that called in with the question and was told that this wasn't the space for Q&A. I could barely speak because the feedback on the call was so distracting, no wonder none of you could hear me.
Manage
2d

City of Inglewood Government · 51:27 Were you watching the meeting and talking at the same time?
Manage
2d

Trisha Sanchez · 39:46 Good question!
Manage
2d

Fabio Silva · 54:04 Public commentators are admonished for not having their masks on. But Mayor Butts is exempt?
City of Inglewood Government · 55:17 Did you use this email yhorton@cityofinglewood.org?

Cal Kelly · 56:12 Yes, they were sent to that email on Sunday along with aphillips@cityofinglewood.org

Denise Gonzales · 56:11 Cal Kelly you voice was definitely distorted. We could not make out what you were saying.

Cal Kelly · 56:22 these were the emails provided in the public hearing agenda

Fabio Silva · 57:29 Could you paste content of emails in comments on this live feed?

Cal Kelly · 54:19 Re: your question, yes, she did use that email. Also, re: your other question, I have the live stream happening on my computer and the volume all the way down. I'm using my phone for audio. I heard a lot of feedback anyway on the phone line with another resident dialed in so I think there is an issue with the service.
Trisha Sanchez · 41:36 Could be!

April Hooper · 56:14 I agree with Cal. I was the one who got through the first time and the echo was so bad I couldn't think. I did not have the sound up. Then I couldn't speak on the hearing that I wanted to speak on because the operator kept telling me to unmute my phone. It was unmuted. I checked. It was on their end.

City of Inglewood Government · 59:54 Thanks for the feedback. We are going to look into the issue and see what happened.

Trisha Sanchez · 47:57 Thank You for following through with the calls and emails.

City of Inglewood Government · 54:05 CALL IN NUMBER- (877)369-5243 ACCESS CODE =0833144

Gilbert Mathieu · 1:05:06 DO NOT recognize code/dump facebook/ go to SPECTRUM MAYOR BUTTS U ARE BEING PLAYED/ THESE ARE SHARKS/HAVE COMMENTS CALL 323 854 0114 WILL TALK THRU YO MIKE OR PHONE/ GIL

Cal Kelly · 1:07:15 okay, thank you!
Cal Kelly · 57:46 Sounds like April had the same issue earlier when she spoke and then further issue when trying to comment at the Gen. Plan discussion. There is clearly an issue with the phone service.
Manage
2d

Fabio Silva · 59:36 I'm much more skeptical. Would not be surprised if Council purposely use weak VOIP telephone lines, in order to frustrate callers.
Manage
2d

City of Inglewood Government · 1:07:59 Fabio Silva? Please stop. That is not true. This is a new process considering the COVID pandemic, we are trying our best to navigate. Please continue to call in or submit questions via email.
Manage
2d

2UrbanGirls · 1:08:57 Here is where you get taxed for the people mover
Manage
2d

2UrbanGirls · 1:09:04 Approved unanimously
Manage
2d

Cal Kelly · 1:09:12 yes, thank you very much
Manage
2d

Cal Kelly · 1:01:27 City of Inglewood: Thank you. Is it possible to have the council address whether/not they've reviewed public comments emailed for the General Plan before the end of the meeting? Also, were the changes approved?
Manage
2d
City of Inglewood Government · 1:05:17 We will submit this comment to the Council. Can not guarantee they will address.
Manage
2d

City of Inglewood Government · 1:08:27 He just addressed your question.
Manage
2d

City of Inglewood Government · 1:08:37 Did that provide clarity?
Manage
2d

Trisha Sanchez · 53:37 Yes!! Mayor asked again and clarified public Comments and emails
Manage
2d · Edited

Fabio Silva · 1:12:38 They better get it right the first time. The cost of replacing signs is not cheap.
Manage
2d

Denise Gonzales · 58:47 Is this the first FB live? Just wondering what previous experiences have been. This is my first time.
Manage
2d

City of Inglewood Government · 1:12:56 This is not. We hold FB Live Council meetings regularly. However, incorporating the call in functionality is new and we are working through the technical issues.
Manage
2d

Marie De Luna Marcial · 1:15:31 Woo! $400k! What position?
Manage
Fabio Silva · 1:16:18 I love this woman. She shows up! She calls people out! She holds their feet to the fire! She is an example of Democracy that most of us (including myself) are too lazy to do.

Marie De Luna Marcial · 40:04 Fabio Silva who is she?

Sonya Stoneham · 1:16:59 She from that old school. I love it too

Trisha Sanchez · 1:16:48 She Complains too much !

Fabio Silva · 1:17:29 I don't know. I want her name on a t-shirt. MS. BROWN!!

Sonya Stoneham · 1:18:07 Me too

Trisha Sanchez · 1:17:20 Maria the Treasurer time for her go !!!!!!
Marie De Luna Marcial · 41:34 Trisha Sanchez not sure what you are saying. Can you clarify?

Manage
2d

Marvin McCoy · 1:18:52 What a hell of a meeting

Manage
2d

Fabio Silva · 1:19:55 Nobody queued up because council is using cans and string for call-ins.

Manage
2d

1 Reply

Trisha Sanchez · 1:19:08 Thanked God City treasurer Get off the Podium!

Manage
2d

Marvin McCoy · 1:21:25 You work for the city

Manage
2d

Victoria Preciado · 1:21:35 Congratulations Malik! Soooo proud of you!

Manage
2d

Trisha Sanchez · 1:21:36 Congratulations 🤣😂

Manage
2d

Sonya Stoneham · 1:24:35 Thank you

Manage
2d
Yes please.

Peggy Aldridge they have been cutting off her speaking time for the past few months. So wrong. It's good citizens can see this online.

if they only give her three minutes, people should support and line up right behind her and continue the speak.

I agree. This is about the City's finances. They fail to be transparent.

It's out there Marie. You just have to read the articles.

Denise Gonzales when those articles come out, I likely miss them, please send them my way, so I can catch up.

Someone needs to hold this city financial accountable.

Denise Gonzales I’d like to hear more.
April Hooper · 1:27:02 UrbanGirls has written about the disputes between them.

Denise Gonzales · 1:28:39 Un-silence Wanda Brown

Denise Gonzales · 1:29:59 Ultimately you have the power to change the fireworks situation.

LaWanda Morris · 1:30:13 We all need to take a closer look at Inglewood Finances.

LaWanda Morris · 1:30:36 I'll be searching the website for published information

Candace Hardy · 1:24:31 When will we start hiring for SoFi Stadium

City of Inglewood Government · 1:26:28 Hiring is happening already.
http://lastadiumathp.com/opportunities/

SoFi Stadium and Hollywood Park

lastadiumathp.com
Opportunities | SoFi Stadium...
SoFi Stadium and Hollywood Park

2d

Candace Hardy · 0:16 Thank you
Manage

2d

Fabio Silva · 1:30:48 Did anyone catch that firework number?
Manage

2d

1 Reply

Marvin Mccoy · 1:31:50 He's the Mayor's puppet
Manage

2d

Marvin Mccoy · 1:32:04 As is the council
Manage

2d

Marvin Mccoy · 1:32:58 This Mayor is extra
Manage

2d

Marvin Mccoy · 1:33:13 Get to the Treasurer report
Manage

2d

Marvin Mccoy · 1:33:24 Always self glorifying
Manage

2d
Marie De Luna Marcial · 1:32:30 Are there no women on the council?

Ana Mendez · 56:21 Omg, that’s exactly what I was going to post. This is all macho men.

Denise Gonzales · 1:30:55 Yes Fabio Silva, it was your number and that's why you missed it ;)

Fabio Silva · 1:31:43 I'm switching over to cans and string too, like the city council

Marie De Luna Marcial · 56:46 Fabio Silva

Denise Gonzales · 1:27:43 April Hooper, yes and Daily Breeze. This does not happen in any other city in So. Cal. So wrong.

Ana Mendez · 58:13 Denise Gonzales, what doesn’t happen in any other city?
Amanda Charlotte Rollins · 1:36:53 nobody knows where they are coming from, and it's 2am, no way i am knocking on anybody's door over a firework lol

Sonya Stoneham · 1:37:25 So true

Fabio Silva · 1:37:31 So, we're supposed to be okay with fireworks because we're all now safe? Is my house safe when a firework lands on my roof?

Denise Gonzales · 1:37:43 Trisha, in all fairness the men did not treat Judy well. She definitely had her shortcomings but she at least kept us somewhat informed. I feel like this council does not provide enough transparency - especially when it comes to the future of our city. City Council meetings on a Tuesday at 2:00 is a pretty good example.

Amanda Charlotte Rollins · 1:37:58 yea it's scary at first! i have a 3 year old daughter and she is really afraid of them and we have to keep her window open cause it's too hot to sleep

Mose Tyler · 1:38:28 A search warrant to go into people's house searching for fireworks are they serious police time could be utilized in a more logical way

Fabio Silva · 1:39:11 My neighbors are nasty, and I'm supposed to walk over there and ask them nicely to stop closing off the street and launching fireworks into the sky? This isn't Mayberry Mayor Butts.
Denise Gonzales · 1:39:31 About the same salary his old assistant was getting.

Marvin McCoy · 1:40:53 Are u serious Mayor?

Janell Carla Williams · 1:41:35 This feels highly inappropriate

Fabio Silva · 1:42:02 And in the name of George Floyd!

Amanda Charlotte Rollins · 0:00 welp, glad to have joined you all, my first meeting here, kinda confused but maybe i'll catch on

Ana Mendez · 1:04:20.

Ana Mendez · 1:40:38 who knows how much money these elected officials make?

Marie De Luna Marcial · 1:04:29 Ana Mendez it should be posted somewhere. It public info. Look it up.
Ana Mendez · 0:00 Marie De Luna Marcial, can you see this post?

Venera Johnson · 0:33 What time does or did it start?

Gilbert Mathieu · 6:43 TOTAL B S B UTTS AFRAID OF RESIDENTS COMMMENTS

Gilbert Mathieu · 28:36 GEORGE FLOYD HAD HOMECOMING CELEBRATION TODAY/
WAT DE F*** IS WRONG WIT U?

Gilbert Mathieu · 35:17 WHEN ARE TE LOCAL 3ELECTIONS?

Alesia Ellis · 1:08 Thank you😊

Gilbert Mathieu · 38:00 IS TRUMP THE OPERATOR FOR PHONE?

Gilbert Mathieu · 45:52 JIMMY U ARE SWIMMING WITH SHARKS/OUT YO LANE BRO/
YOUR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF WEAK AND WILL BAIL OUT/ 10/4
Cal Kelly · 46:55 City of Inglewood: We have no idea if your council has considered the emails sent about the General Plan Amendments. In fact, I couldn't even hear the end of the discussion re: the General Plan because we are having so many issues with the public phone line provided. I believe others wanted to speak, yet that was not resolved. Please address this before the end of the public hearing.

Denise Gonzales · 0:00 Cal Kelly and yet they approved it

Denise Gonzales · 0:00 See you next week! Let's keep our city officials accountable.

Amanda Charlotte Rollins · 1:39:31 question... so why do they happen in this city more than most? I've lived all over LA and they seem to happen more here than anywhere else i have lived. Is it just cause they are legal here?

Fabio Silva · 1:40:11 Butts says it's "cultural". His words.

Celi Gonzalez · 0:00 Fabio Silva that is true. Cultural is correct.

April Hooper · 1:19:52 Hushing people by calling them complainers. Wow! That's why we protest!! Trisha, please show some respect.
Fabio Silva · 1:28:07 Trisha is good people. She watches these things often, and I applaud her. I can see why she might be tired of listening to Ms. Brown. In a year from now, I might be a bit tired of it myself. But, I have to remind myself -- she is there and I am not! She is exercising her right to comment!

Manage
2d

Fabio Silva · 1:30:25 Did anyone catch that firework number?

Manage
2d

Trisha Sanchez · 0:00 Fabio, Thank You! 😊 I am a good person. Listen I stop watching the City Council Meetings when Judy Dunlap was on the Council. She was so negative!! It was hard to sit and watch.

Manage
2d

Simone Price · 0:20 So the fireworks hotline is a run around number, I believe it is 310-412-4333 (According to the newsletter I received from my councilman). When you call it, the voicemail is full, you get rerouted to the city hall clerk, they referred me to the Eye on ...

See More
Manage
1d

April Hooper · 0:00 Simone Price I think it was toward the end when each of the council people were making their closing comments

Manage
1d

April Hooper · 1:40:50 Trisha and Fabio, I couldn't reply in the thread. I have a feeling that we have more in common than we have differences. And I think together we could get a lot done for our city. But, I don't think it helps to call her a "complainer". I too have been watching the city council meetings since the Judy Dunlap days. But, isn

Manage
2d
April Hooper · 1:41:21 Isn't it just as negative to call Ms Brown a complainer?

Manage
2d

English Orange · 0:00 April Hooper I like Ms. Brown. I wanted to hear more. Can you tell me who she is?
Manage
21h